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Abstract
While an extensive literature exists on the effects of federal and state minimum
wages, the minimum wage received by tipped workers has received less attention.
Researchers have found it difﬁcult to capture the hourly wages of tipped workers and
thus assess the economic effects of the tipped minimum wage. In this paper, I present
a new measure of hourly wages for tipped servers (waitstaff and bartenders) using
linked W-2 and survey data. I estimate the effect of tipped minimum wages on the
wages and hourly tips of servers, as well as server employment and hours worked.
I ﬁnd that higher mandatory tipped minimum wages increase that portion of wages
paid by employers, but decrease tip income by a similar percentage. I also ﬁnd ev
idence that employment increases over lower values of the tipped minimum wage
and then decreases at higher values. These results are consistent with a monopsony
model of server employment. The wide variance of tipped minimum wages com
pared to non-tipped minimums provide insight into monopsony effects that may not
be discernible over a smaller range of minimum wage values.
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Introduction

While the effects of the minimum wage on the wages and employment of low-income
workers have received a great deal of attention in the economics literature,1 the effects
of tipped minimum wages have received little attention. This gap in the literature is
likely due to the lack of quality data that includes separate wage and tip information
on tipped occupations. Although a source of such data exists in the Current Population
Survey Outgoing Rotation Group, these data have issues with errors in reporting that
are especially extreme for the hourly wage (Moore et al., 2000; Rodgers et al., 1993).
In the absence of good survey-based hourly data, researchers have relied on
establishment-level data such as the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (Even
and Macpherson, 2014) or the Census of Retail Trade (Wessels, 1997) to study the effect
of the tipped minimum wage on wages and employment. However, these data have
several drawbacks: they do not isolate tipped workers from non-tipped workers within
an industry; they do not record hours, allowing for the calculation of an hourly wage
equivalent to compare against the tipped minimum wage; and they do not allow the
separate analysis of tips versus employer-paid wage.
In this paper, I overcome the problems of survey- and establishment-level data by
using a unique data set—linked administrative and survey records that permit the cal
culation of an hourly wage for both employer-paid wages and tips for tipped servers in
the restaurant industry. Using W-2 data from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) linked
with Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement (CPS ASEC)
data for 2005–2011, I create wage equivalents that capture hourly wages paid by em
ployers (and thus subject to tipped minimum wages) and hourly tips. I discuss the pros
and cons of these new measures and then examine the effects of tipped minimum wages
on hourly wages, hourly tips, server employment, and hours worked per year, using the
1

Brown (1999) provides a thorough overview of minimum wage research up to the late 1990s; Neu
mark and Wascher (2006) gives an overview of the “new minimum wage research” since that time.
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variation in tipped minimum wages in states over time as an identiﬁcation strategy.
The tipped minimum wage presents interesting economic questions that may have
far-reaching consequences, both with respect to its effect on tipped employees and what
it can tell us about minimum wages in general. Recently, advocates have made more
urgent calls to raise the federal tipped minimum wage, which, at $2.13 per hour, has
not seen an increase since 1996.2 Discussions of minimum wage increases are always
contentious, and the importance of good data and analysis on the topic cannot be over
stated. This is especially true at present because of the number of tipped employees in
the workforce. Fully 2.2 million workers were employed in service industries in 2013,
representing three-ﬁfths of all workers earning at or less than the federal minimum
wage. Moreover, the recent economic recovery has seen a disproportionate growth in
the food and beverage sector, with the “food services and drinking places industry [ac
counting] for almost 1 out of every 6 nonfarm jobs added during the recovery,” accord
ing to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.3 The expectation is that an even larger proportion
of workers will be covered by tipped minimum wages in future years.
Analyses of the tipped minimum wage also provide important information on the
response to minimum wage increases in general. Unlike state minimum wages, which
tend to be close in value to the federal minimum wage and to one another, tipped mini
mum wages vary from a few cents above the federal tipped minimum to more than four
times that amount. This variation provides a researcher with the opportunity to examine
whether the employment response to a minimum wage may differ, or even change di
rection, according to the size of the increase. Thus a contribution of this study is that the
wide range of tipped minimum wages can be used to test a key result of the monopsony
theory of minimum wages—that employment ﬁrst increases and then decreases as the
wage ﬂoor rises.4
2

Much of the focus at the moment is due to a bill being considered in the House of Representatives:
http://democrats.edworkforce.house.gov/issue/fair-minimum-wage-act.
3
http://www.bls.gov/iag/tgs/iag722.htm
4
An example of how a tipped minimum wage analysis may inform the debate is Alan Krueger’s con
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The wage ﬂoors that apply to tipped and non-tipped workers are often very differ
ent from one another on a state-by-state basis. The wage that is paid to a tipped server
directly by his or her employer is usually much less than the employer must pay to a
cook or dishwasher (at the federal level, $2.13 versus $7.25 as of 2015). Moreover, while
there is some correlation between state minimum wages and tipped minimum wages
(in fact, 20 states index their tipped minimums to the standard minimum), the differ
ence between the two is often quite large. For example, in Massachusetts the non-tipped
minimum wage was $8 and the tipped minimum wage was $2.63 for 2011. The require
ments that distinguish a tipped employee from a non-tipped employee are outlined in
federal code, which further distinguishes the application of the tipped minimum wage
as separate from the non-tipped minimum wage. In other words, these wage ﬂoors rep
resent two distinct regimes that can be analyzed separately, with the results being gener
alizable from one regime to the other.
In this work, I ﬁnd that hourly wages paid by employers increased as tipped mini
mums increased, with an elasticity of 0.5 to 0.7, and that hourly tips decreased by a sim
ilar amount. I ﬁnd a small negative effect on hours worked per year that is not statisti
cally signiﬁcant in some speciﬁcations. I also ﬁnd some evidence that employment of
servers increases between the lowest (federal) value of the tipped minimum wage up to
approximately $4.50 per hour, at which point it levels out and then begins decreasing.
Overall, these results are consistent with a model of server employment in which restau
rant owners have monopsony power.
My results contribute to the literature on tipped minimum wages speciﬁcally, and
minimum wages in general, in several ways. First, my measures are precise enough to
show how changes in wages and tips may cancel one another out, leaving a researcher
using a total wage measure to ﬁnd no effect (which is consistent with some previous re
tention that a $12 minimum wage should do more good than harm, but a $15 minimum wage would put
the U.S. into “uncharted waters.” Getting a handle on “how much is too much” seems like an important
question. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/11/opinion/sunday/the-minimum-wage-how-much-is
too-much.html? r=0.
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search). Second, the wide range of tipped minimums allow an examination of a monop
sony effect, where employment ﬁrst increases and then decreases—an effect that is difﬁ
cult to estimate using the small variations of state non-tipped minimum wages. This in
formation is useful for the setting of regular, non-tipped minimum wages if we suspect
(as is often the case) that occupations covered by the minimum wage are in industries
with monopsony power.5 Finally, while the results show that servers do not ultimately
make more in total hourly wage, for most of the range of the tipped minimum they ben
eﬁt from higher employment levels.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 provides background on the tip credit and
an overview of the relevant literature. Section 3 describes the data, with particular em
phasis on how W-2 data is generated and the reporting requirements of employers and
servers, with some evidence on the quality of the data. Section 4 provides some infor
mation on the monopsony theory of server employment and the tipped minimum wage,
and gives the empirical speciﬁcation used in the analysis. Section 5 presents the results.
Section 6 provides a few robustness checks, and Section 7 concludes.

2
2.1

Background
Tip credit policies

The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 established the minimum wage “tip credit” for
employers whose workers generally receive a substantial proportion of their income in
tips. Originally, the credit was set in such a way that it made up no more than 50 percent
of the standard hourly minimum wage. In 1996, an amendment to the law decoupled
5
Robinson (1933) ﬁrst used the term “monopsony” to describe the situation of a single buyer of labor
with many sellers. Manning (2003) argues that monopsony power in the labor market is widespread due
to labor market frictions, and that labor economics as a discipline often fails to take monopsony power
into account. Other work examining monopsony power in general and in speciﬁc labor market sectors
include Hirsch and Schumacher (1995); Merriﬁeld (1999); Bhaskar et al. (2002); Ashenfelter et al. (2010);
Hirsch et al. (2010); Ransom and Sims (2010); Matsudaira (2014).
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the tipped minimum from the standard minimum, and since that time the federal tipped
minimum wage has remained at $2.13 per hour.6 This rate reﬂects the standard, nontipped minimum wage in place in 1996 ($4.25 per hour). Thus, as the federal standard
minimum wage has increased to $7.25 over time, so has the allowable federal tip credit,
which has increased to $5.12 per hour (Robinson, 2011).
States have responded to the lack of federal changes in the tipped minimum wage
by altering the tip credit. At the extreme end, seven states (as of 2015) have eliminated
the tip credit entirely, requiring employers to pay the standard federal or state mini
mum wage to employees regardless of whether they also receive tips. Tip credits in
other states range from very close to the federal tip credit (Delaware) to an almost zero
tip credit (Hawaii).7 Figure 1 shows maps of the U.S. in 2005 and 2011, displaying the
variation in tipped minimum wages and how they changed over the time period. The
categories shown in the maps are the federal tipped minimum ($2.13), and two, three,
and (for 2011) four times that amount. Compared with standard state minimum wages,
which ranged from $7.25 to $8.75 in 2015, tipped minimums have a wider variation. Be
tween 2005 and 2011, there were 85 separate state changes to tipped minimums, with
enough variation in the measure over time and place to identify an effect.
The regulations regarding the tip credit are outlined in the federal code. To apply the
credit to an employee’s hourly wage, the employee must regularly receive more than
$30 in tips in a month, must be informed of the credit and how it is applied, and must
be permitted to retain all of the tips unless there is an appropriate tip-pooling arrange
ment.8 Federal regulations also require careful recording of tipped and non-tipped work
by an individual employee.9 Both employers and employees have the responsibility to
6

The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended 29 U.S.C. 201, et seq.
Allegretto (2013) provides an overview of the tipped minimum wage compared with the standard
minimum wage.
8
Tip-pooling regulations vary slightly by state, but generally allow employers to require tipped em
ployees to contribute a certain percentage of their tips into a pool, as long as the contributed amount does
not lower an employee’s hourly wage to less than the minimum wage. No portion of pooled tips may go
to the employer or to employees who generally don’t receive tips (e.g., cooks and dishwashers).
9
This is to keep employers from assigning duties to tipped employees that would otherwise be per
7
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record tip income for tax purposes. This includes recordkeeping through point-of-sale
(POS) systems that can keep track of tips written on credit card slips, as well as tip logs
showing the cash tips received during a shift. Historically, the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) has pursued legal action against restaurant owners in cases of income misreport
ing, as opposed to employees, because it is less costly to act against a single entity rather
than multiple individuals (Peckron, 2002). Thus, employers have a strong incentive to
accurately record the tips made by their employees.
The tax regulations regarding the recording of tips center on the payment of payroll
taxes, for which tips are treated as regular wages. The record of the wages that are paid
by an employer to a tipped employee are recorded separately on the W-2; the wages
made in tips, and the payroll taxes paid on those tips, are then recorded in separate
ﬁelds. All wages—from the employer and from tips—are then recorded in the familiar
“Wages, Salary, and Tips” ﬁeld of the W-2. The topic of W-2 tip reporting is discussed at
length in section 3.

2.2

Literature review

There is an extensive literature on the impacts of minimum wages, but little research
has been performed speciﬁcally on the tipped minimum wage. A likely reason for this
gap in the literature is the absence of reliable data on tips. Research using administrative
records linked with survey data has established that the reporting of hourly wages suf
fers from error (Moore et al., 2000; Rodgers et al., 1993). Yet it seems likely that most em
ployees who are paid an hourly wage set by an employer know, more or less, what they
receive per hour. The same cannot be said for tipped employees, whose hourly wage
will vary depending on the tips received. Wait staff who work a shift on a slow day will
make much less per hour than they will during a busy dinner shift. Wages will also be
dependent on the season in many geographic areas. A typical server will likely have dif
formed by a non-tipped worker paid at the higher, standard minimum.
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ﬁculty calculating an average hourly rate of pay over a given period.
Brown (1999) provides a thorough overview of minimum wage research up to the
late 1990s; Neumark and Wascher (2006) gives an overview of the “new minimum wage
research” since that time. The general ﬁndings of early research pointed to a negative
effect of minimum wages on employment, with later modeling that used state variation
in minimum wages and difference-in-differences models showing either no effect or a
small positive effect. The empirical ﬁndings of these later studies ﬁt in with models of
the labor market that depart from the competitive model, such as monopsony (Boal and
Ransom, 1997). A monopsony model is particularly well suited to the situation of tipped
workers since the wage is expressed as a function of the number of employees, with the
supply curve of labor upward sloping. Lately, minimum wage research has focused on
statistically controlling for spatial heterogeneity in panel data designs (see, for example,
Dube et al. (2010)), although use of this method has been questioned (Neumark et al.,
2014).
In terms of tipped wages, the earliest empirical work on the topic is Wessels (1993)
(plus a slightly later paper, Wessels (1997)), who developed a monopsony model of
restaurant employment and analyzed the Census of Retail Trade. Without more detailed
information on employees, such as occupation or number of hours worked, Wessels
used the service time per meal (restaurant employment divided by real restaurant sales)
as the dependent variable. He acknowledges that investigating the tipped minimum
wage using this measure is not ideal, as both tipped and non-tipped workers will be in
cluded in the numerator. Wessels found evidence for monopsony power in the restau
rant service sector in that employment ﬁrst rises and then falls as the tipped minimum
wage increases.
Since Wessels’s papers, there has been a small number of analyses that employed
register or survey data to examine the effect of the tipped minimum wage. Anderson
and Bodvarsson (2005) investigated Occupational Employment Statistics to discover
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whether sub-minimum wages have “bite,” ﬁnding that servers in higher-wage states
do not appear to see an increase in wage. Allegretto (2013) followed a strategy similar
to Dube et al. (2010) to study the effects of the tipped minimum wage in the full-service
restaurant industry, ﬁnding that wages and employment both increase as a response to a
higher wage ﬂoor. This is in contrast to a similar paper by Even and Macpherson (2014),
which estimated a positive earnings effect and a negative employment effect using the
same data (the Quarterly Census of Earnings and Wages), albeit over a shorter time pe
riod.
There are key missing elements in each of these analyses. First is the inability to cap
ture an hourly wage equivalent when using register data. In such cases, the researcher
simply calculates an average weekly wage based on payroll divided by number of em
ployees, a technique that does not take into account that hours worked by employ
ees may change in response to wage ﬂoors. A speciﬁc problem occurs when using the
QCEW, in that a researcher is unable to differentiate between tipped and non-tipped
restaurant employees. Even and Macpherson (2014) supplement the analysis in their
paper using the monthly CPS, but the results of this analysis are inconclusive, which
may be a result of small sample sizes or the ﬂawed earnings reporting in the data, or
both. Register data also reﬂects the full wage, including tips, disallowing a separation of
full hourly wage into its two parts: wage paid by the employer and tips. An employer’s
response to an increased minimum will affect hourly tip income in a manner that is am
biguous, since changes in price, hours of operation, and number of employees will affect
each employee’s tips. However, there should be an unambiguous increase in the hourly
wage paid by an employer if the wages he paid previously were below the threshold. I
am able to contribute to the existing literature by examining wages paid by employers
separate from tip income through administrative records. By linking these records to
survey data, I am also able to look exclusively at restaurant servers.
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3

Data, Sample, and Descriptive Statistics

3.1

W-2 data

The main data source for information on wages and tips is the IRS W-2 administrative
records from 2005 to 2011. The IRS directs employers with tipped employees to keep
track of employees’ wages and tips. Before the widespread use of POS systems to record
this information in food service establishments, servers would, ideally, record tip infor
mation in a tip log and report it to their employers on a regular basis (once per shift, per
week, or per month). Employers can conﬁgure modern POS systems to require servers
to report all tips every shift, regardless of whether they were made as cash or electron
ically, and the closeout of business for the day includes the tallying of all tip income
(Williams, 2014). The employer is then responsible for submitting payroll taxes for his
or her employees based on the tip data. For each employee, the employer must report
wages (referred to as FICA or Social Security wages) and tips separately on the W-2
form.10 There is also a ﬁeld on the W-2 for allocated tips. Allocated tips are reported
when the total tips recorded by restaurant employees for the year sum to less than eight
percent of yearly food and beverage sales. Taxes on allocated tips are paid by the em
ployer.
The question then arises: How accurate is tip reporting? In an era when most trans
actions in restaurants are performed electronically, and POS systems can track all trans
actions performed by individual servers, it is safe to say that W-2 data is more accurate
than survey responses (Williams, 2014). Like all wage data, it is unlikely to be perfect.
Some tipping is still performed in cash, and much of this will go unreported by servers.
Tax data will also not have a record of any under-the-table employment.11 A ﬁnal issue
10

See Appendix Figure 1 for W-2 instructions.
This aspect of hourly wage mis-measurement is unrelated to tipping per se, since other occupations
suffer from under-the-table work (construction, for example). However, many restaurants owners are
tempted by the off-the-books nature of tips, employing unskilled and possibly undocumented workers for
tips only (ROCUnited, 2011).
11
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is that restaurant owners and managers may poorly understand the W-2 instructions, in
which case they may include tips in the FICA wage ﬁeld.
On the other hand, a speciﬁc high-proﬁle case from 2002 has put employers on their
guard when it comes to tip income. In United States v. Fior d’Italia, the Supreme Court
determined that a San Francisco restaurant was liable to the IRS for tip income that had
gone unreported by its employees. The restaurant was required to pay $23,000 in back
FICA taxes, representing both the restaurant’s and the employees’ share (Peckron, 2002).
Since this landmark case, employers have had a strong incentive to carefully track their
employees’ tip earnings, and the increasing prevalence of debit/credit cards and POS
systems has made it easy for them to do so. As technology has improved, the reporting
of tips has improved(Williams, 2014).

3.2

Survey data and variables

The survey data used in this work is the 2006 to 2012 CPS ASEC, linked by person to
W-2 data. Because the CPS ASEC captures information for the preceding tax year, each
CPS ﬁle is linked to the W-2 ﬁle for the year before (for example, the 2006 CPS ASEC is
linked to the 2005 W-2 data). All years are appended together, for seven years of data.
Records are linked at the U.S. Census Bureau using a process whereby individuals
in each data set were given a unique, protected identiﬁer. When a Social Security Num
ber (SSN) is available in a data set, the identiﬁer is placed based on SSN (in essence, the
unique identiﬁer is a “scrambled” SSN). For records without an SSN, personally iden
tiﬁable information such as name, address, and date of birth are used in probabilistic
matching to assign persons to their identiﬁer. The ﬁelds used for matching are com
pared against the same ﬁelds in a master reference ﬁle that contains the unique identi
ﬁer. Personal information is then removed from each data set before a researcher may
link the data sets together and use them for research purposes. Only those observations
that received the unique identiﬁer are used in the analysis. For more information on the
11

linking process, see Wagner and Layne (2014). Only those observations that received the
unique key are used in the analysis. Table 1 lists the primary variables used in the analy
sis.
The CPS ASEC provides the identiﬁcation of tipped workers in the restaurant indus
try through the 4-digit occupation code; it also provides the demographic, labor market,
and state characteristics used in the econometric analysis. For the main analysis, I retain
all of the respondents who report being a full-service restaurant server: waitstaff and
bartenders. For this sample, the W-2 data provide two variables used in this analysis—
FICA Wage, which is paid by the employer, and Wages, Salary, and Tips. The subtraction of FICA Wage from Wages, Salary, and Tips yields tip income. Robustness checks
use all other employees for comparison, some of whom may also worked in tipped cate
gories. Wages for these individuals come from the FICA Wages ﬁeld of the W-2.
A key concern is how hourly wage is calculated: I take the yearly W-2 earnings vari
ables and divide them by hours worked per year. Hours worked per year is itself the
product of weeks worked in the preceding year and the usual hours worked per week.
Because wage ﬂoors may impact both hourly wage and the supply of labor over the
year, this calculation is necessary. However, aside from the assumption that the W-2
FICA wage accurately records wages from employers over the year, some error may be
introduced in the hourly wage equivalent if weeks worked per year or usual hours per
week are recalled with error.
Another concern is the number of employers a person may have during the year. A
W-2 should exist for each job held. If more than one job is held simultaneously, and one
of those jobs is a non-serving job, then FICA Wages will reﬂect both tipped and non
tipped wages. To avoid this, I take only earners who held one job at a time, and took
only jobs for which FICA Wages were less than Wages, Salary, and Tips. Those who held
only one job at a time were those whose number of W-2s matched the number of em
ployers they reporting having, non-simultaneously, over the year. This retains a quarter
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to a third of CPS ASEC respondents whose speciﬁed occupation as restaurant server.12
A ﬁnal consideration, as with all examinations of wage policies on employment, is
the construction of an employment-to-population ratio that includes in the denominator
both employed persons (for whom we will have current wage information) and those
who are not currently employed. As the denominator, I included the total servers in the
CPS ASEC in each state-year cell. The numerator is the number of servers identiﬁed for
the analysis group who reported that they were currently employed in the state-year
cell. The construction of the variable in this manner ensures that the full population of
servers is included in the denominator, regardless of whether they had employment re
ﬂected in a W-2. Table 2 reports on the number of CPS ASEC servers found in the W-2
data and the number of servers left after the imposition of the sample restrictions de
scribed in the preceding paragraph. About 80 percent of CPS ASEC servers received a
W-2 from the year before the survey, while approximately 30 percent received a number
of W-2s that matched their reported number of non-simultaneous employers.
To examine the quality of the hourly FICA wage and hourly wages, salary, and
tips that result, I graphed the mean of these wages for each value of the tipped min
imum wage, shown in Figure 2. While there is some variation in my hourly wage
equivalents—likely due both to true variation in employers’ pay and measurement er
ror in the hours variables—the hourly FICA wage trends strongly upward as the tipped
minimum wage increases, and full compensation follows a similar pattern. Moreover,
the value of the hourly FICA wage is close to the mandatory minimum wage in most
cases, providing evidence that the ﬂoor is often binding.
12

In a sensitivity test, I lifted the second restriction, keeping everyone whose number of W-2s matched
their number of employers. Results were slightly weaker, but qualitatively unchanged.
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4

Theoretical and empirical model

4.1

Theory

Wessels examined the market for tipped servers ﬁrst in a competitive model (1993) and
then as a monopsony (1997). Wessels’s argument that the hiring of tipped servers is
an example of monopsony power is a compelling one: for a given number of tables,
hiring an additional server decreases per-person tips for that shift. Thus, a restaurant
owner must offer more pay to all servers when hiring an additional server. Because the
marginal cost of servers is thus greater than the average cost, the market ﬁts the classic
deﬁnition of a monopsony.
Figure 3 shows Wessels’ model for the restaurant industry. On the horizontal axis is
serving time per meal, which reﬂects the number of servers for a set quality and quan
tity of meals and constant returns to scale. As S increases, the number of meals served
in an hour decreases and the hourly tips decrease. On the vertical axis is the wage paid
to a server per hour. Restaurants face a server wage of W s but can manipulate pay
ment versus service by having more or fewer servers working on each shift. Thus, the
restaurant actually faces a supply for “serving time per meal” of W, and servers are paid
W + tP/S , where tP/S expresses the tips per hour as a function of the price of the meal
and the number served. The customers’ “demand price of service time” is shown as
curve P(1 + t)MP s .
In the absence of a wage ﬂoor, a restaurant owner will hire servers to fulﬁll a ser
vice per meal at A, which corresponds to the wage wm (the intersection of the wage plus
tips and the demand for service curve). Were there to be a wage imposed between wm
and wc (the wage in a competitive market), hiring and service per meal would increase.
Lower tips would offset the wage increase, and servers would not be better off mone
tarily (although they might beneﬁt from higher employment and better table coverage).
A tipped minimum wage above wc causes hiring to decrease back along the service de
14

mand curve.
In a competitive model, the imposition of a wage ﬂoor is predicted to decrease em
ployment or increase output prices, or both. In a monopsony where the wage ﬂoor is set
between the monopsony wage and the competitive wage, we would expect to see em
ployment increase and output prices decrease. However, the situation becomes muddy
when the portion of the wage paid as tips is a function of the output price. Wessels rec
ognized this element of tipped wages in his model, but assumed a constant per-worker
effort. However, restaurants are deﬁned by their seating capacity and hours of opera
tion. For a given number of tables, a restauranteur may curtail serving hours or increase
the number of tables per server per shift rather than cut employees or raise prices. The
existence of tip pooling and service charges add to the manner in which employers may
react to higher tipped minimums.
That being said, the key testable hypothesis from this model is: tipped minimum
wages should increase the portion of a server’s per-hour wage that comes from the em
ployer. If employer-paid wages are already higher than the proposed tipped minimum
for all servers, then an increase in the statutory wage will have no effect. With W-2 data,
this hypothesis should be easy to test, as the FICA wage ﬁeld is the portion of a server’s
wages paid directly by the employer. The second hypothesis is that a restaurant will hire
more servers, and per-person tips will decrease. Wessels uses restaurant employment
divided by restaurant sales, while acknowledging that a better measure would be to
tal person hours of servers. Even better is a direct measure of hourly tips, which is also
available from the W-2. Finally, the monopsony model predicts that employment should
increase as a function of employer-paid wages until point wc on the graph, and then de
crease. This can be tested using total server employment divided by the population of
workers who identify as servers in the CPS ASEC.
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4.2

Empirical method

To examine the evidence on tipped minimum wages using the theoretical construct out
lined above, I use a difference-in-differences approach that has become standard in the
minimum wage literature. An effect of higher minimum wages is identiﬁed using the
variation in state tipped minimums over time, accomplished with the inclusion of year
and state ﬁxed effects and a measure for the time-variant treatment. I estimate hourly
FICA wages, hourly tips, employment, and hours worked, all in natural log form, using
the following model:

ln(yist ) = α + β ∗ ln(T W st ) + γ ∗ ln(MW st ) + Xist ω + L st λ + φ s + ηt + �ist

(1)

where ln(yist ) is one of the dependent variables described above for individual i in
state s and time t; ln(T W st ) and ln(MW st ) are the tipped minimum wage and minimum
wage in state s and time t; and φ s and ηt are state and year ﬁxed effects. To this baseline
model, I add demographic characteristics measured at the individual level, Xist , as well
as state-level demographic and labor market characteristics (L st ). These include an indi
vidual’s race, Hispanic origin, sex, age, marital status, and education. State-level vari
ables include the total employment rate, the log population, the log average wage for all
workers, the percent male, the percent married, the percent non-White, and the percent
with a high school degree or more. I add information on restaurant prices by includ
ing the “food away from home” component of the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer
Price Index (in log form). The last model includes a state-speciﬁc time trend, with the
caveat that the model may not ﬁt as well at others due to near collinearity. All speciﬁca
tions employ standard errors clustered at the state level.
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5

Results

Table 3 provides summary statistics for the sample used in the regression analysis.
Wages are reported in log form, as they are logged for the regression analysis. On av
erage, the tipped minimum wage is $3.19 per hour, compared with a mean FICA wage
of $4.44 per hour. The mean state minimum wage is $6.43 per hour, while the per hour
total compensation for servers is $7.42 (the natural logs of hourly FICA wage and hourly
tips are used in the regression models). These numbers give some indication that, on av
erage at least, state tip credits and actual compensation received are in line with states’
minimum wages. The low pay of servers is contrasted with the average hourly wage for
all workers of almost $19 per hour.
The average number of servers within a state-year cell is approximately 14. This may
present some problems for the analysis if results are driven by small cell sizes. I experi
mented with different limitations on the sample selection. Results did not change much
when the cell size was limited to greater than 3 compared with greater than 5. I did not
include restaurant employees who may be partially tipped in the server category, in
cluding food runners and busers; according to the IRS-provided deﬁnition, these em
ployees should be covered by the minimum wage and not the tipped minimum. I exam
ine these categories in Section 6.
Table 4 shows the ﬁrst set of results of the difference-in-differences speciﬁcations. I
ﬁnd strong evidence that hourly wages paid by restaurant owners to their servers in
crease with increases in the tipped minimum wage. An elasticity of approximately 0.5
to 0.6 suggests that when the tipped minimum increases by 10 percent, FICA wages of
servers increase by 5 to 6 percent, meaning that tipped minimum increases affect a sig
niﬁcant proportion of tipped workers. These results are in line with the evidence pre
sented in Appendix table 1, in that many of the states with higher tipped minimum
wages do appear to have a higher mean FICA wage. These results are also in line with
the wide variation in tipped minimums across the states. As expected, the state non
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tipped minimum wage does not appear to affect the wages of tipped employees.
In contrast, I do not ﬁnd that overall compensation increases with increases in the
tipped minimum wage—this is due to total tips decreasing in response to tipped min
imum wage increases. Tips per hour appear to decrease in response to higher tipped
minimum wages in the same proportion as FICA wages increase (5 or 6 percent). Taken
alone, these results are consistent with the monopsony model, as we expect less in tips
as employer-paid wages increase, employment increases, and tips are shared among
more servers. However, we should also expect employment to increase at the same time,
which would account for lower tips resulting from greater table coverage.
Turning to Table 5, we see that in a linear model there is no relationship between
tipped minimum wages and server employment. For hours, there is a negative elasticity
of 0.2, but only for Model 2. With such a wide range of tipped minimums, the possibil
ity exists that employment ﬁrst rises and then falls as the tipped minimum wage is in
creased. Looking at a partial residual plot of the full model (Figure 4), it appears that the
relationship between the tipped minimum wage (logged) and the rate of server employ
ment is certainly not linear, and might be quadratic. The resulting quadratic estimation
is presented in Table 6. The coefﬁcients on the tipped minimum wage and its square are
statistically signiﬁcant in the ﬁrst two models and indicate that the relationship is pos
itive over lower values of the tipped minimum wage, but it eventually levels out and
then decreases. When controlling for state-speciﬁc time trends, Model 3, the coefﬁcients
are smaller and no longer statistically signiﬁcant. Model 3 has a variance inﬂation factor
of 82.6, which might account for smaller and less precise estimates. There is no relation
ship between hours worked per year and the tipped minimum wage in the quadratic
equation.
The coefﬁcients from the quadratic model suggest that as tipped minimum wages
increase from $2.13 to about $4.50, employment in the server sector increases.13 For
13

In 2011, 13 states had tipped minimum wages higher than $4.50 per hour.
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servers in the sample who are covered by a tipped minimum wage between $4.50 and
$5.00, the average they receive in tips is $6.25, implying a total prevailing wage of $10.75
to $11.25 per hour. In reference to the current minimum wage debate, this value is above
the $10.10 per hour currently being proposed in the Fair Wage Act referenced in the in
troduction. The bottom graph in Figure 4 shows the relationship between the tipped
minimum wage and the server unemployment rate (not logged for easier interpreta
tion).
Considering how strong the elasticities are for both wages and tips, the employment
evidence is noisier, not as strong, and does not hold up to the inclusion of state-speciﬁc
time trends (although these results suffer from near-multicollinearity). Moreover, the
employment and hours evidence is mixed in the linear speciﬁcation. It is likely that em
ployers respond to higher wage ﬂoors in different ways. In practice, one explanation for
lower tips could be that employers institute or intensify tip-pooling schemes to apply
mandated wage increases more equitably across their employees. When an employer
must raise wages for servers, he or she may feel it necessary to compensate partially
tipped employees who are not ofﬁcially covered by the mandate in order to retain work
ers who might otherwise consider the wage increase unfair. There is also some anecdo
tal evidence that employers may turn to service charges when tipped minimum wages
increase (Azar, 2012; Lester, 2016). If these schemes are more common in high-tipped
minimum-wage states, it may put downward pressure on tip income. For example, an
employer may begin to apply a service charge to all tables over a certain number. These
service charges are owned by the employer and can be used to meet tip credit require
ments, regardless of which employee actually served the table. This may be especially
problematic if employers then report these tips in the FICA wage ﬁeld, since it will then
represent a simple shift of wages from tips to FICA wage. In all cases, the combined re
sults suggest that servers do not see an increase in overall compensation as the tipped
minimum wage increases, but do experience greater employment levels over a substan
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tial range of state tipped minimum wages.

6

Robustness checks

Because tipped minimum wages cover a very speciﬁc category of worker, we should
expect that these mandatory minimums will have no effect on workers outside of this
category. To test this, I constructed hourly FICA wages using the same deﬁnitions de
scribed in Section 3 for workers in other occupations, and estimated the same economet
ric models. The results of this analysis are reported in Table 7. Rather than look at every
four-digit occupation code, I examined the 52 two-digit occupation codes reported in the
CPS ASEC. The four-digit occupation code is narrowly deﬁned, and for many the stateyear cell sizes are too small for meaningful analysis. To create a comparable measure of
employment rate, I divided the workers whose reported number of non-simultaneous
employers matched their number of W-2s by the total number of workers in the state
yea-category cell. I included two-digit occupation code 33, which comprises several
categories of food service workers: both the servers I have already identiﬁed as well
as cooks, dishwashers, and limited-service restaurant workers such as counter persons
and cashiers. Certain occupation codes, mentioned below, will encompass other types
of workers who are covered by the tipped minimum wage, such as hairdressers and taxi
drivers.
The table reports the direction of the elasticity (“pos” or “neg”) for each occupa
tion code whenever a statistically signiﬁcant coefﬁcient resulted from either Model 1
or Model 2. For eight of 52 occupations (15 percent), the estimation resulted in a statis
tically signiﬁcant effect of tipped wages on FICA wage. Two of these are expected. The
largest effect was estimated for occupation code 37, which includes a number of tipped
occupations, including hairdressers, cosmetologists, bellhops, and concierges. However,
no effect was found on employment or hours worked for this category. Except for food
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service workers (occupation code 33), no other occupation codes yielded a positive wage
effect and a negative or monopsony-type employment effect of tipped minimum wages.
Occupation code 3 yielded negative wage and negative hours elasticities: this category
covers a wide variety of managerial positions, including those in food service and lodg
ing.
Aside from the results just described, statistically signiﬁcant effects for the employ
ment variables occur between 6 percent and 12 percent of the time, but without any con
sistent connection between the FICA wage estimation and the employment estimations.
Even fewer of these retain statistical signiﬁcance in both Model 1 and Model 2, indi
cating that they are data artifacts rather than “true” responses to the tipped minimum
wage.
Interesting results occur for occupation code 33, with a statistically signiﬁcant elas
ticity of about 0.20 between tipped minimum wages and FICA wage and a negative
employment elasticity of about 0.16 (hours per year is statistically signiﬁcant at the 10
percent level, with an elasticity of -0.16, as well). No statistically signiﬁcant effect was
estimated for the quadratic model. Because no linear employment effect was found
speciﬁcally for servers, these results point to possible spillover effects in the food-service
industry as a whole due to increased tipped minimum wages. Spillovers may also ac
count for the negative elasticities reported for occupation code 3. The requirement to
pay more to servers, and a possible increase in number of servers employed, may lead
to decreases in hiring of non-tipped workers in the industry.
To test this further, I examine each 4-digit food service category separately, with the
exception of waitstaff and bartenders, who make up the “server” category in the main
analysis. The results from the Model 2 speciﬁcation are reported in Table 8, and are de
cidedly mixed. While higher-skilled back-of-the-house categories such as head chefs
and cooks experienced increases in employment and hours, lower skilled workers such
as attendants, helpers, and dishwashers experienced lower hours and employment. Pos
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sibly due to smaller sample sizes, the latter results are imprecise. Taken together, the
results suggest that restaurants may change the nature of worker inputs in response to a
higher tipped minimum wages, with the higher-skilled categories of workers—waitstaff,
bartenders, and chefs—experiencing higher employment rates and hours. This is con
sistent with work by Lester (2016), who ﬁnds that employers in San Francisco “exhibit
greater investment in ﬁnding better matches and tend to seek higher-skilled, more pro
fessional workers” in response to wage mandates in full-service restaurants.
As a ﬁnal robustness check, it has become a common practice in minimum wage re
search to randomly assign wage ﬂoors to states in the data and see whether statistically
signiﬁcant results can be estimated from these false wage ﬂoors. Following this proce
dure, I ran each speciﬁcation presented in the main results in which a statistically sig
niﬁcant association was found, using a randomly assigned placebo tipped minimum
wage.14 There is no statistically signiﬁcant relationship between the placebo and any de
pendent variable used in the analysis.

7

Conclusion

This paper presents a new source of information for wages on tipped servers and ana
lyzes the effect of the tipped minimum wage on wages, hourly tips, server employment,
and hours worked. It also provides some assessment of the quality of the data. I present
evidence that increasing the tipped minimum wage has the effect of increasing that por
tion of wages paid by employers, but decreases servers’ tip income by a similar percent
age. An increase in the tipped minimum wage has a quadratic relationship with sector
employment, where employment ﬁrst increases, levels out, and then decreases as the
tipped minimum increases. This result is consistent with a model of monopsony power,
with some caveats about the noisiness of the employment estimates compared with the
14

Results available upon request.
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wage and tip estimates. There is also a negative relationship between tipped minimum
wages and the number of hours worked per year, although this ﬁnding is also not con
sistent across models.
A limitation of this work is that, while we can feel conﬁdent that the W-2 FICA Wage
ﬁeld represents what a person was paid directly by his or her employer, CPS-reported
hours per year must be used to calculate an hourly equivalent wage. If hours and weeks
of work for the year suffer from error, the calculated hourly wage will also suffer. A
second limitation is that the results may be driven by employers in higher tippedminimum-wage state moving to tip-pooling or service-charge schemes. If these tips are
reported in the FICA Wage ﬁeld of the W-2, the effect of the tipped minimum wage on
FICA Wages and tips will be overstated.
That being said, the paper makes a contribution to the literature on minimum wages
by using administrative records to generate separate measures of employer-paid wages
and tips—measures that have proved difﬁcult to capture in other sources of data. The
demonstration of monopsony power in the restaurant sector provides some policy guid
ance on the setting of minimum wages in general, with the understanding that higher
minimums may—up to a point—induce employment in industries where monopsony
power may exist. Finally, the results provide evidence on the welfare effects of tipped
minimum wages on servers, showing that, while overall compensation may not change,
servers beneﬁt from higher employment over a wide range of the tipped minimum
wage.
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Figure 1: The maps show states with tipped minimum wages for 2005 (top) and 2011
(bottom). Graph shading indicates the federal tipped minimum wage times 1 (white) to
more than 4 times (darkest blue).
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Figure 2: The ﬁgure shows connected scatterplots of hourly employer-paid wages and full
hourly compensation for each mandated tipped minimum wage. FICA wage and Full
compensation are hourly wage equivalents derived by dividing the yearly value from
W-2 data with the reported annual hours worked reported in the CPS ASEC, as reported
in the text. While there is some variation in each measure, each calculated wage variable
displays a strong positive relationship with the tipped minimum wage.
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Figure 3: Adapted from Wessels (1997). The ﬁgure shows the monopsony market for
tipped servers. See text for description.
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Figure 4: The graphs show partial residual plots of the relationship between the tipped
minimum wage and employment rate among servers (top) and graphs out quadratic re
lationship over all values of the logged tipped minimum wage (bottom).
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Table 1: List of variables and their source
Number

Variable

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

FICA (employer-paid wage)
WST (Wages, Salary, and Tips)
Tips
Weeks worked last year
Usual hours/week worked last year
Hourly wage from employer
Hourly tips
Occupation
Server

10

Server employment rate

Box 1 of W-2
Box 3 of W2
Variable 2 minus variable 1
CPS ASEC
CPS ASEC
Variable 1/(variable 4*variable 5)
Variable 3/(variable 4*variable 5)
CPS ASEC
Single-employer CPS waitstaff and
bartenders with all FICA less than WST
State/year sum of servers who report
being employed divided by state-year total number of servers

The table lists the source of variables used in the analysis and the method by which certain variables were con
structed. See text for full description of variable source and construction.

Table 2: Number of CPS ASEC-identiﬁed servers found in W-2 data and meeting sam
ple restrictions

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total

Servers under
sample restriction

Servers in W-2

Total servers
in labor force

Percent of Servers
with a W-2

Percent of servers
in sample

532
537
625
587
666
627
649
4,223

1786
1729
1851
1774
1788
1741
1772
12,441

2182
2067
2190
2208
2204
2129
2162
15,142

81.85
83.65
84.52
80.34
81.13
81.78
81.96
82.16

24.38
25.98
28.54
26.59
30.22
29.45
30.02
27.89

Source: Linked CPS ASEC–W-2 ﬁle for tax years 2005 to 2011. The table shows the number of CPS
ASEC servers in the ﬁnal sample, the number of CPS ASEC servers found in W-2 data, and the percent
ages for each category.
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Table 3: Summary statistics of variables used in
analysis
Individual characteristics, servers in sample

Mean

SD

Black alone
Asian alone
Other
Hispanic
Male
Age
More than HS education
Married
FICA wage (log)
Employment rate
Hours per year (log)
Tips per hour (log)

0.05
0.06
0.04
0.13
0.26
31.62
0.85
0.30
1.26
0.26
6.98
1.26

0.21
0.23
0.20
0.33
0.44
12.80
0.35
0.46
0.85
0.08
0.80
1.30

State-year characteristics

Mean

SD

Tipped minimum wage (log)
Minimum wage (log)
Proportion nonwhite
Proportion with more than HS education
Proportion married
Population (log)
Price of meals (log)
Average hourly wage, all workers (log)
Proportion male
Employment rate

1.24
1.88
0.36
0.61
0.41
8.42
2.13
2.92
0.49
0.93

0.46
0.15
0.19
0.36
0.02
0.57
0.11
0.20
0.01
0.03

Observations

4,223

Source: Linked CPS ASEC–W-2 ﬁle for tax years 2005 to
2011. The columns show the mean and standard devia
tion for server-related variables in the top panel, and de
mographic and labor force characteristics for each state-year
cell. Key variables from the W-2 are FICA wage per hour
and tips per hour, which are arrived at by diving the sepa
rate values reported on the W-2 by total hours worked in the
year, reported in the CPS ASEC.
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Table 4: Difference-in-difference estimates: wages and tips
FICA Wage (log)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Tipped minimum wage (log)
Minimum wage (log)

0.57***
(0.13)
0.10
(0.19)

Black alone
Asian alone
Other
Hispanic
Male
Age
Age squared
HS education or more
Married
Proportion nonwhite
Proportion male
Proportion with a HS ed or more
Proportion married
Population (log)
Employment rate, all workers
Average hourly wage, all workers (log)
Price of meals (log)
Constant

0.16
(0.33)

0.57***
(0.12)
-0.01
(0.13)
-0.01
(0.05)
0.06
(0.06)
0.10*
(0.05)
0.10**
(0.03)
-0.01
(0.02)
-0.03***
(0.01)
0.00***
(0.00)
-0.23***
(0.02)
-0.01
(0.02)
0.20
(0.80)
-1.06
(1.73)
-2.43*
(1.13)
0.57
(1.11)
0.68*
(0.27)
0.01
(0.89)
0.83***
(0.02)
-0.30
(0.17)
-3.21
(2.57)

0.51**
(0.17)
-0.07
(0.20)
0.00
(0.05)
0.05
(0.07)
0.12*
(0.05)
0.10***
(0.03)
-0.01
(0.02)
-0.03***
(0.01)
0.00***
(0.00)
-0.23***
(0.03)
-0.01
(0.02)
-0.22
(0.87)
-1.83
(1.97)
-3.66**
(1.34)
0.70
(1.27)
0.32
(0.36)
-0.55
(1.27)
0.83***
(0.02)
-0.40
(0.22)
1.72
(3.44)

Tips per Hour (log)
(1)
(2)
(3)
-0.55**
(0.19)
-0.06
(0.29)

1.13

1.30**
(0.45)

-0.55**
(0.16)
-0.29
(0.25)
-0.12
(0.07)
-0.02
(0.06)
-0.10
(0.08)
-0.09
(0.06)
-0.03
(0.04)
0.08***
(0.01)
-0.00***
(0.00)
0.25***
(0.05)
-0.02
(0.04)
0.90
(1.74)
4.61
(3.33)
1.83
(2.17)
2.25
(3.03)
-0.57
(0.56)
1.89
(1.46)
1.11***
(0.03)
0.28
(0.31)
-4.11
(4.79)

-0.72*
(0.31)
-0.35
(0.31)
-0.13
(0.07)
-0.01
(0.06)
-0.11
(0.09)
-0.09
(0.06)
-0.03
(0.04)
0.08***
(0.01)
-0.00***
(0.00)
0.24***
(0.05)
-0.02
(0.04)
1.20
(2.24)
4.63
(4.21)
(2.88)
1.70
(3.53)
-0.39
(0.79)
1.88
(2.59)
1.11***
(0.03)
0.44
(0.38)
-6.46
(7.52)

State dummies
Year dummies
Trends

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Observations
R2

0.13

4,223
0.57

0.56

0.05

4,223
0.43

0.43

Source: Linked CPS ASEC–W-2 ﬁle for tax years 2005 to 2011.
∗p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001. The table shows the results of difference-in-differences spec
iﬁcations for hourly FICA wage (log) and hourly tips (log). Model 1 includes only the state-year
tipped minimum wage and minimum wage in the speciﬁcation, where the minimums are the
higher of the federal or state minimum, and state and year ﬁxed effects. Model 2 shows the same
speciﬁcation, but includes covariates measured at the state level. Model 3 includes state-speciﬁc
time trends. All models employ standard errors clustered at the state level.
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Table 5: Difference-in-difference estimates: employment effects

Tipped minimum wage (log)
Minimum wage (log)
Black alone
Asian alone
Other
Hispanic
Male
Age
Age squared
HS education or more
Married
Proportion nonwhite
Proportion male
Proportion with a HS ed or more
Proportion married
Population (log)
Employment rate, all workers
Average hourly wage, all workers (log)
Price of meals (log)
Constant

Sever employment rate (log)
(1)
(2)
(3)

Hours worked per year (log)
(1)
(2)
(3)

0.24
(0.22)
-0.16
(0.24)

-0.27
(0.15)
0.29
(0.25)

0.22
(0.22)
-0.13
(0.25)
0.01
(0.02)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.03
(0.02)
0.01
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.00)
0.00
(0.00)
0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
-0.54
(1.28)
-0.50
(3.35)
0.64
(1.95)
0.68
(2.14)
-0.36
(0.56)
0.65
(1.33)
-0.00
(0.01)
-0.12
(0.38)
-1.46*** 0.89
(0.39) (5.08)

0.36
(0.22)
-0.35
(0.28)
0.02
(0.02)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.02)
-0.00
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.00*
(0.00)
0.00*
(0.00)
-0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
-1.10
(1.80)
-1.60
(3.49)
-0.82
(2.75)
0.44
(2.22)
0.15
(0.65)
0.07
(1.84)
-0.00
(0.01)
-0.16
(0.48)
-1.24
(5.54)

-0.22*
(0.11)
0.41
(0.22)
0.03
(0.07)
0.09*
(0.04)
-0.09
(0.06)
0.18***
(0.02)
0.20***
(0.03)
0.10***
(0.01)
-0.00***
(0.00)
0.37*** 0.36***
(0.04)
(0.04)
-0.12*** -0.12***
(0.03) (0.03)
-0.55
0.18
(1.05)
(1.11)
0.50
0.18
(2.05) (2.40)
3.48*
3.34
(1.41)
-1.65
(1.38)
-0.48
(0.41)
0.37
(1.10)
-0.26***
(0.02)
0.06
(0.24)
6.60*** 6.74
(0.42) (3.94)

-0.31
(0.25)
0.53
(0.30)
0.02
(0.07)
0.10*
(0.04)
-0.11
(0.06)
0.18***
(0.02)
0.20***
(0.03)
0.10***
(0.01)
-0.00***
(0.00)

(1.91)
-3.19*
(1.51)
-0.67
(0.57)
-0.93
(1.32)
-0.26***
(0.03)
0.33
(0.27)
9.03
(5.14)

State dummies
Year dummies
Trends

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Observations
R2

0.38

4,223
0.39

0.51

0.05

357
0.13

0.14

Source: Linked CPS ASEC–W-2 ﬁle for tax years 2005 to 2011.
∗p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001. The table shows the results of difference-in-differences speciﬁcations for
server employment rate (log) and hours worked per year (log). Model 1 includes only the state-year tipped
minimum wage and minimum wage in the speciﬁcation, where the minimums are the higher of the fed
eral or state minimum, and state and year ﬁxed effects. Model 2 shows the same speciﬁcation, but includes
covariates measured at the state level. Model 3 includes state-speciﬁc time trends. All models employ stan
dard errors clustered at the state level.
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Table 6: Difference-in-difference estimates: Rate
of employment of waitstaff, alternate speciﬁcation
Sever employment rate (log)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Tipped minimum wage (log)
Minimum wage (log)
Square of tipped minimum (log)
Black alone
Asian alone
Other
Hispanic
Male
Age
Age squared
HS education or more
Married
Proportion nonwhite
Proportion male
Proportion with a HS ed or more
Proportion married
Population (log)
Employment rate, all workers
Average hourly wage, all workers (log)
Price of meals (log)
Constant

1.39*
(0.56)
-0.22
(0.23)
-0.48*
(0.18)

1.42*
(0.68)
-0.19
(0.25)
-0.51*
(0.24)
0.01
(0.02)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.03
(0.02)
0.01
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.00)
0.00
(0.00)
0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.06
(1.41)
-0.54
(3.40)
0.65
(1.93)
0.80
(2.16)
-0.42
(0.56)
-0.64
(1.27)
-0.00
(0.01)
-0.03
(0.36)
-1.98*** 1.50
(0.42)
(4.94)

0.84
(1.14)
-0.35
(0.28)
-0.22
(0.49)
0.02
(0.02)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.02)
-0.00
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.00*
(0.00)
0.00*
(0.00)
-0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
-1.06
(1.81)
-1.56
(3.46)
-0.92
(2.79)
0.50
(2.22)
0.15
(0.65)
0.00
(1.84)
-0.00
(0.01)
-0.19
(0.47)
-1.33
(5.52)

State dummies
Year dummies
Trends

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Observations
R2

0.39

4,223
0.40

0.51

Source: Linked CPS ASEC–W-2 ﬁle for tax years 2005 to 2011.
∗p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001. The table shows the results of
difference-in-differences speciﬁcations for server employment (log). Model
1 includes only the state-year tipped minimum wage, the square of the
tipped minimum wage, and the minimum wage in the speciﬁcation, where
the minimums are the higher of the federal or state minimum, and state
and year ﬁxed effects. Model 2 shows the same speciﬁcation, but includes
covariates measured at the state level. Model 3 includes state-speciﬁc time
trends. All models employ standard errors clustered at the state level.
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Table 7: Relationship between tipped minimum wages,
wages, and employment for other categories of worker.
Other occupations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33*
34
35
36
37*
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
percent stat. sig.

FICA Wage

Employment rate

Quadratic

Hours worked

neg
pos
neg
pos
neg
neg
pos
pos
0.15

neg
pos
neg
neg
neg
0.10

pos & neg
neg & pos
0.04

neg
neg
pos
neg
pos
0.10

Source: Linked CPS ASEC–W-2 ﬁle for tax years 2005 to 2011.
The table shows the results of difference-in-differences speciﬁcations for each of depen
dent variables used in the analysis and for each CPS-ASEC two-digit occupation code. Oc
cupations for which an effect of the tipped minimum wage is expected are marked with
an asterisk.

35

36

Hours worked
per year (log)
0.47*
(0.19)
0.14
(0.12)
0.07
(0.12)
0.08
(0.18)
0.19
(0.21)
-0.01
(0.38)
-0.34
(0.28)
-0.79*
(0.38)

Employment
rate (log)
0.43*
(0.29)
0.15
(0.15)
0.23
(0.12)
0.06
(0.20)
0.57*
(0.24)
0.05
(0.28)
-0.02
(0.28)
-0.36
(0.34)

FICA Wage (log)
-0.20
(0.25)
0.10
(0.17)
0.07
(0.06)
0.07
(0.12)
-0.22
(0.18)
0.11
(0.15)
-0.38
(0.28)
0.02
(0.19)
984

1,314

1,290

1,165

2,617

6,397

2,049

982

N

Source: Linked CPS ASEC–W-2 ﬁle for tax years 2005 to 2011.
∗p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001. The table shows the results of difference-in-differences speciﬁcations for employ
ment rate of categories of workers in the food service industry. Results are from Model 2, which includes the tipped
minimum wage and the minimum wage, where the minimums are the higher of the federal or state minimum, indi
vidual and state-level covariates, and state and year ﬁxed effects. All models use standard errors clustered at the state
level.

Dishwashers

Dining room/cafeteria attendants, bartender helpers

Counter attendants

Combined food prep/serving workers, incl. fast food

Food prep workers

Cooks

First-line managers

Chefs and head cooks

Category

Sever employment

Table 8: Difference-in-difference estimates: Other occupation categories in the food service
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Appendix

The following pages show the IRS instructions for employers in ﬁlling out employees’
W-2s.
ÅÈÃƖʹ¹É¾ÅÍ¿Ä½Ê¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉƔ ¼Ê¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»
Ä»»ºÉÊÅ¹¾·Ä½»¾¿ÉÅÈ¾»ÈÄ·Ã»¼ÈÅÃÊ¾·ÊÉ¾ÅÍÄÅÄÊ¾»
¹·ÈºƑÊ¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»É¾ÅËÂº¹·ÂÂÊ¾»·Ê
ʸƖʿʷʷƖʾʾʹƖʸʹʸʺƔ
¼ÏÅËºÅÄÅÊÆÈÅÌ¿º»Ê¾»¹ÅÈÈ»¹Ê»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»Ä·Ã»·Äº
ÅÄ ÅÈÃƖʹƑÏÅËÃ·ÏÅÍ»·Æ»Ä·ÂÊÏËÄÂ»ÉÉÏÅË
¾·Ì»È»·ÉÅÄ·¸Â»¹·ËÉ»Ɣ ÅÈÃÅÈ»¿Ä¼ÅÈÃ·Ê¿ÅÄƑÉ»»
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ÅÄÂÏ·Ì·¿Â·¸Â»ÊÅÈ»É¿º»ÄÊ·ÄºÄÅÄÈ»É¿º»ÄÊ·Â¿»ÄÉÍ¾Å·È»
ÄÅÊ»Â¿½¿¸Â»¼ÅÈƔƔ»ÃÆÂÅÏÃ»ÄÊ·ÄºÄ»»º¿º»ÄÊ¿¼¿¹·Ê¿ÅÄ
¼ÅÈÅÊ¾»ÈÊ·ÎÆËÈÆÅÉ»ÉƔÅË¹·Ä¿º»ÄÊ¿¼Ï·Ä  ¸»¹·ËÉ»¿Ê
¿É·ˀƖº¿½¿ÊÄËÃ¸»ÈƑ¸»½¿ÄÄ¿Ä½Í¿Ê¾Ê¾»ÄËÃ¸»ÈơˀƢÍ¿Ê¾
»¿Ê¾»È·ơʾƢÅÈơʿƢ·ÉÊ¾»¼ÅËÈÊ¾º¿½¿ÊƑ·Äº¿É¼ÅÈÃ·ÊÊ»ºÂ¿Á»
·Äƺ¼ÅÈ»Î·ÃÆÂ»ƑˀƖʾƖƻƔÄ¿Äº¿Ì¿ºË·ÂÍ¿Ê¾
·Ä  Í¾ÅÂ·Ê»È¸»¹ÅÃ»É»Â¿½¿¸Â»ÊÅÍÅÈÁ¿ÄÊ¾»Ä¿Ê»º
Ê·Ê»ÉÃËÉÊÅ¸Ê·¿Ä·ÄƔ

!

ÅÄÅÊ·ËÊÅƖÆÅÆËÂ·Ê»·Ä  ¿ÄÊÅ¸ÅÎ·Ɣ

CAUTION

ÅÎ¸ƳÃÆÂÅÏ»È¿º»ÄÊ¿¼¿¹·Ê¿ÅÄÄËÃ¸»Èƺ ƻƔ ¾ÅÍ
Ê¾» ·ÉÉ¿½Ä»ºÊÅÏÅË¸ÏÊ¾» ƺʷʷƖʷʷʷʷʷʷʷƻƔ¾¿É
É¾ÅËÂº¸»Ê¾»É·Ã»ÄËÃ¸»ÈÊ¾·ÊÏÅËËÉ»ºÅÄÏÅËÈ¼»º»È·Â
»ÃÆÂÅÏÃ»ÄÊÊ·ÎÈ»ÊËÈÄÉƺ ÅÈÃÉˀʻʸƑˀʻʸƖƑˀʻʺƑˀʻʻƑ
ƖʸƑÅÈ¹¾»ºËÂ» ƺ ÅÈÃʸʷʻʷƻƻƔÅÄÅÊËÉ»·ÆÈ¿ÅÈ
ÅÍÄ»ÈͱÉ Ɣ ¼ÏÅËºÅÄÅÊ¾·Ì»·Ä Í¾»Ä¼¿Â¿Ä½ ÅÈÃÉ
ƖʹƑ»ÄÊ»ÈơÆÆÂ¿»º ÅÈƢ¿Ä¸ÅÎ¸ƒºÅÄÅÊËÉ»ÏÅËÈƔ
ÅË¹·Ä½»Ê·Ä ¸Ï·ÆÆÂÏ¿Ä½ÅÄÂ¿Ä»·Ê Ɣ½ÅÌƑ¸Ï
¹·ÂÂ¿Ä½Ê¾»ÊÅÂÂƖ¼È»»ÄËÃ¸»ÈƑʸƖʿʷʷƖʿʹˀƖʻˀʺʺƑÅÈ¸Ï¼¿Â¿Ä½
ÅÈÃƖʻƑÆÆÂ¿¹·Ê¿ÅÄ¼ÅÈÃÆÂÅÏ»È º»ÄÊ¿¼¿¹·Ê¿ÅÄ
ËÃ¸»ÈƔÂÉÅÉ»»½»ÄÊÈ»ÆÅÈÊ¿Ä½Ɣ
ÅÎ¹ƳÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈͱÉÄ·Ã»Ƒ·ººÈ»ÉÉƑ·Äº ¹Åº»Ɣ
¾¿É»ÄÊÈÏÉ¾ÅËÂº¸»Ê¾»É·Ã»·ÉÉ¾ÅÍÄÅÄÏÅËÈ ÅÈÃÉ
ˀʻʸƑˀʻʸƖƑˀʻʺƑˀʻʻƑƖʸƑÅÈ¹¾»ºËÂ» ƺ ÅÈÃʸʷʻʷƻƔ
¾»ƔƔÅÉÊ·Â»ÈÌ¿¹»È»¹ÅÃÃ»ÄºÉÊ¾·ÊÄÅ¹ÅÃÃ·ÉÅÈ
Æ»È¿ÅºÉ¸»ËÉ»º¿ÄÈ»ÊËÈÄ·ººÈ»ÉÉ»ÉƔÂÉÅÉ»»½»ÄÊ
È»ÆÅÈÊ¿Ä½Ɣ
ÅÎºƳÅÄÊÈÅÂÄËÃ¸»ÈƔ ÅËÃ·ÏËÉ»Ê¾¿É¸ÅÎÊÅ
¿º»ÄÊ¿¼Ï¿Äº¿Ì¿ºË·Â ÅÈÃÉƖʹƔÅËºÅÄÅÊ¾·Ì»ÊÅËÉ»Ê¾¿É
¸ÅÎƔ
ÅÎ»É»·Äº¼ƳÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÄ·Ã»·Äº·ººÈ»ÉÉƔ ÄÊ»È
Ê¾»Ä·Ã»·ÉÉ¾ÅÍÄÅÄÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ
¹·Èºƺ¼¿ÈÉÊÄ·Ã»ƑÃ¿ººÂ»¿Ä¿Ê¿·ÂƑÂ·ÉÊÄ·Ã»ƻƔ ¼Ê¾»Ä·Ã»
ºÅ»ÉÄÅÊ¼¿Ê¿ÄÊ¾»ÉÆ·¹»·ÂÂÅÍ»ºÅÄÊ¾»¼ÅÈÃƑÏÅËÃ·Ï
É¾ÅÍÊ¾»¼¿ÈÉÊ·ÄºÃ¿ººÂ»Ä·Ã»¿Ä¿Ê¿·ÂÉ·ÄºÊ¾»¼ËÂÂÂ·ÉÊ
Ä·Ã»Ɣ Ê¿É»ÉÆ»¹¿·ÂÂÏ¿ÃÆÅÈÊ·ÄÊÊÅÈ»ÆÅÈÊÊ¾»»Î·¹ÊÂ·ÉÊ
Ä·Ã»Å¼Ê¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»Ɣ ¼ÏÅË·È»ËÄ·¸Â»ÊÅº»Ê»ÈÃ¿Ä»Ê¾»
¹ÅÈÈ»¹ÊÂ·ÉÊÄ·Ã»ƑËÉ»Å¼Ê¾»ͱÉÅ¹¿·Â»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ
ËÃ¸»È»È¿¼¿¹·Ê¿ÅÄÏÉÊ»ÃÃ·Ï¸»¾»ÂÆ¼ËÂƔ»Æ·È·Ê»
Æ·ÈÊÉÅ¼·¹ÅÃÆÅËÄºÄ·Ã»Í¿Ê¾»¿Ê¾»È·¾ÏÆ¾»ÄÅÈ·
¸Â·ÄÁƔÅÄÅÊÀÅ¿ÄÊ¾»Ã¿ÄÊÅ·É¿Ä½Â»ÍÅÈºƔ Ä¹ÂËº»·ÂÂÆ·ÈÊÉ
Å¼·¹ÅÃÆÅËÄºÄ·Ã»¿ÄÊ¾»·ÆÆÈÅÆÈ¿·Ê»Ä·Ã»¼¿»ÂºƔ ÅÈ
»Î·ÃÆÂ»Ƒ¼ÅÈÊ¾»Ä·Ã»ơ Å¾ÄÃ¿Ê¾Ɩ ÅÄ»ÉƑƢ»ÄÊ»È
ơÃ¿Ê¾Ɩ ÅÄ»ÉƢÅÈơÃ¿Ê¾ ÅÄ»ÉƢ¿ÄÊ¾»Â·ÉÊÄ·Ã»¼¿»ÂºƔ ¼
Ê¾»Ä·Ã»¾·É¹¾·Ä½»ºƑÊ¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÃËÉÊ½»Ê·
¹ÅÈÈ»¹Ê»ºÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ¹·Èº¼ÈÅÃ·ÄÏÅ¼¼¿¹»ƔÉ»
Ê¾»Ä·Ã»ÅÄÊ¾»ÅÈ¿½¿Ä·Â¹·ÈºËÄÊ¿ÂÏÅËÉ»»Ê¾»¹ÅÈÈ»¹Ê»º
¹·ÈºƔÅÄÅÊÉ¾ÅÍÊ¿ÊÂ»ÉÅÈ·¹·º»Ã¿¹º»½È»»ÉƑÉË¹¾·É

ơÈƔƑƢơƑƢÅÈơÉÇƔƑƢ·ÊÊ¾»¸»½¿ÄÄ¿Ä½ÅÈ»ÄºÅ¼Ê¾»
»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÄ·Ã»Ɣ »Ä»È·ÂÂÏƑºÅÄÅÊ»ÄÊ»Èơ ÈƔƑƢơÈƔƑƢÅÈ
ÅÊ¾»ÈÉË¼¼¿Î¿ÄÊ¾»ơË¼¼ƔƢ¸ÅÎÅÄÅÆÏËÄÂ»ÉÉÊ¾»ÉË¼¼¿Î
·ÆÆ»·ÈÉÅÄÊ¾»¹·ÈºƔ ÅÍ»Ì»ÈƑÊ¾»ÉÊ¿ÂÂÆÈ»¼»ÈÉÊ¾·Ê
ÏÅËºÅÄÅÊ»ÄÊ»ÈÊ¾»ÉË¼¼¿ÎÅÄÅÆÏƔ
Ä¹ÂËº»¿ÄÊ¾»·ººÈ»ÉÉÊ¾»ÄËÃ¸»ÈƑÉÊÈ»»ÊƑ·Äº
·Æ·ÈÊÃ»ÄÊÅÈÉË¿Ê»ÄËÃ¸»ÈƺÅÈƔƔ¸ÅÎÄËÃ¸»È¿¼Ã·¿Â¿É
ÄÅÊº»Â¿Ì»È»ºÊÅ·ÉÊÈ»»Ê·ººÈ»ÉÉƻƔ¾»ƔƔÅÉÊ·Â»ÈÌ¿¹»
È»¹ÅÃÃ»ÄºÉÊ¾·ÊÄÅ¹ÅÃÃ·ÉÅÈÆ»È¿ÅºÉ¸»ËÉ»º¿Ä
º»Â¿Ì»ÈÏ·ººÈ»ÉÉ»ÉƔ ÅÈ·¼ÅÈ»¿½Ä·ººÈ»ÉÉƑ½¿Ì»Ê¾»
¿Ä¼ÅÈÃ·Ê¿ÅÄ¿ÄÊ¾»¼ÅÂÂÅÍ¿Ä½ÅÈº»ÈƓ¹¿ÊÏƑÆÈÅÌ¿Ä¹»ÅÈÉÊ·Ê»Ƒ
·Äº¹ÅËÄÊÈÏƔ ÅÂÂÅÍÊ¾»¹ÅËÄÊÈÏͱÉÆÈ·¹Ê¿¹»¼ÅÈ»ÄÊ»È¿Ä½Ê¾»
ÆÅÉÊ·Â¹Åº»ƔÅÄÅÊ·¸¸È»Ì¿·Ê»Ê¾»¹ÅËÄÊÈÏÄ·Ã»Ɣ
¾» »ÎÆ»¹ÊÉÊÅ¹¾·Ä½»Ê¾»Ê¾¿ÈºƖÆ·ÈÊÏÉ¿¹ÁÆ·Ï
È»¹·ÆÈ»ÆÅÈÊ¿Ä½·Äº¼¿Â¿Ä½È»ÇË¿È»Ã»ÄÊÉ¼ÅÈÍ·½»ÉÆ·¿º¿Ä
ʹʷʸʻƔ Ä¼ÅÈÃ·Ê¿ÅÄ·¸ÅËÊÊ¾¿É¹¾·Ä½»Í¿ÂÂ¸»¿Ä¹ÂËº»º¿ÄÊ¾»
ʹʷʸʻË¸Â¿¹·Ê¿ÅÄʸʼƖƑÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈͱÉËÆÆÂ»Ã»ÄÊ·Â·Î
Ë¿º»ƺËÆÆÂ»Ã»ÄÊÊÅ¿È¹ËÂ·ÈƑÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈͱÉ·Î Ë¿º»Ƒ
Ë¸Â¿¹·Ê¿ÅÄʸʼƻ·ÄºÅÊ¾»ÈÈ»Â»Ì·ÄÊÊ·ÎÆÈÅºË¹ÊÉƔ
ÅÎʸƳ·½»ÉƑÊ¿ÆÉƑÅÊ¾»È¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·Ê¿ÅÄƔ ¾ÅÍÊ¾»
ÊÅÊ·ÂÊ·Î·¸Â»Í·½»ÉƑÊ¿ÆÉƑ·ÄºÅÊ¾»È¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·Ê¿ÅÄƺ¸»¼ÅÈ»
·ÄÏÆ·ÏÈÅÂÂº»ºË¹Ê¿ÅÄÉƻÊ¾·ÊÏÅËÆ·¿ºÊÅÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»
ºËÈ¿Ä½Ê¾»Ï»·ÈƔ ÅÍ»Ì»ÈƑºÅÄÅÊ¿Ä¹ÂËº»»Â»¹Ê¿Ì»º»¼»ÈÈ·ÂÉ
ƺÉË¹¾·É»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ·É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʷʸƺÁƻÅÈ
ʻʷʺƺ¸ƻÆÂ·Äƻ»Î¹»ÆÊÉ»¹Ê¿ÅÄʼʷʸƺ¹ƻƺʸʿƻ¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉƔ
Ä¹ÂËº»Ê¾»¼ÅÂÂÅÍ¿Ä½Ɣ
ʸƔ ÅÊ·ÂÍ·½»ÉƑ¸ÅÄËÉ»Éƺ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿Ä½É¿½Ä¿Ä½¸ÅÄËÉ»ÉƻƑ
ÆÈ¿Ð»ÉƑ·Äº·Í·ÈºÉÆ·¿ºÊÅ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÉºËÈ¿Ä½Ê¾»Ï»·ÈƔ
»»·Â»Äº·ÈÏ»·È¸·É¿ÉƔ
ʹƔ ÅÊ·ÂÄÅÄ¹·É¾Æ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉƑ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿Ä½¹»ÈÊ·¿Ä¼È¿Ä½»
¸»Ä»¼¿ÊÉƔ»» È¿Ä½»¸»Ä»¼¿ÊÉƔ
ʺƔ ÅÊ·ÂÊ¿ÆÉÈ»ÆÅÈÊ»º¸ÏÊ¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÊÅÊ¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»È
ƺÄÅÊ·ÂÂÅ¹·Ê»ºÊ¿ÆÉƻƔ
ʻƔ »ÈÊ·¿Ä»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¸ËÉ¿Ä»ÉÉ»ÎÆ»ÄÉ»
È»¿Ã¸ËÈÉ»Ã»ÄÊÉƔ»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¸ËÉ¿Ä»ÉÉ»ÎÆ»ÄÉ»
È»¿Ã¸ËÈÉ»Ã»ÄÊÉƔ
ʼƔ ¾»¹ÅÉÊÅ¼·¹¹¿º»ÄÊ·Äº¾»·ÂÊ¾¿ÄÉËÈ·Ä¹»
ÆÈ»Ã¿ËÃÉ¼ÅÈʹ̈ƖÅÈƖÃÅÈ»É¾·È»¾ÅÂº»ÈƖ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÉÆ·¿º¸Ï
·Ä¹ÅÈÆÅÈ·Ê¿ÅÄƔ
ʽƔ ·Î·¸Â»¸»Ä»¼¿ÊÉ¼ÈÅÃ·É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʸʹʼƺ¹·¼»Ê»È¿·ƻÆÂ·Ä
¿¼Ê¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¹¾ÅÅÉ»É¹·É¾Ɣ
ʾƔ ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ·ÄÈ¹¾»ÈƔ
ʿƔ ÃÆÂÅÏ»È¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ·ÄÈ¹¾»È¿¼
¿Ä¹ÂËº¿¸Â»¿ÄÊ¾»¿Ä¹ÅÃ»Å¼Ê¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»Ɣ»»È¹¾»È
Ɣ
ˀƔ ÃÆÂÅÏ»È¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉ¼ÅÈÇË·Â¿¼¿»ºÂÅÄ½ƖÊ»ÈÃ¹·È»
É»ÈÌ¿¹»ÉÊÅÊ¾»»ÎÊ»ÄÊÊ¾·ÊÉË¹¾¹ÅÌ»È·½»¿ÉÆÈÅÌ¿º»º
Ê¾ÈÅË½¾·¼Â»Î¿¸Â»ÉÆ»Äº¿Ä½ÅÈÉ¿Ã¿Â·È·ÈÈ·Ä½»Ã»ÄÊƔ
ʸʷƔ ·Î·¸Â»¹ÅÉÊÅ¼½ÈÅËÆƖÊ»ÈÃÂ¿¼»¿ÄÉËÈ·Ä¹»¿Ä»Î¹»ÉÉ
Å¼ʪʼʷƑʷʷʷƔ»» ÈÅËÆƖÊ»ÈÃÂ¿¼»¿ÄÉËÈ·Ä¹»Ɣ
ʸʸƔ ÄÂ»ÉÉ»Î¹ÂËº·¸Â»ËÄº»ÈºË¹·Ê¿ÅÄ·Â·ÉÉ¿ÉÊ·Ä¹»
ÆÈÅ½È·ÃÉƑÆ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉ¼ÅÈÄÅÄƖÀÅ¸ƖÈ»Â·Ê»º»ºË¹·Ê¿ÅÄ
»ÎÆ»ÄÉ»ÉÅÈ¼ÅÈÆ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉËÄº»È·ÄÅÄ·¹¹ÅËÄÊ·¸Â»ÆÂ·ÄƔ
»»Ë¸ƔˀʾʷƔ
ʸʹƔ ¾»·ÃÅËÄÊ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿¸Â»·ÉÍ·½»É¸»¹·ËÉ»ÏÅËÆ·¿º
ÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÉ¾·È»Å¼ÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·Äº»º¿¹·È»
Ê·Î»ÉƺÅÈÈ·¿ÂÈÅ·ºÈ»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊÊ·Î»ÉƑ¿¼·ÆÆÂ¿¹·¸Â»ƻƔ»»
ÃÆÂÅÏ»»͵ÉÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·Äº»º¿¹·È»Ê·Î»ÉƺÅÈ
È·¿ÂÈÅ·ºÈ»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊÊ·Î»ÉƑ¿¼·ÆÆÂ¿¹·¸Â»ƻÆ·¿º¸Ï»ÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈƔ
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¼ÏÅË·ÂÉÅÆ·¿ºÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉ¿Ä¹ÅÃ»Ê·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾ÅÂº¿Ä½Ƒ
ÊÈ»·ÊÊ¾»½ÈÅÉÉ»ºƖËÆ·ÃÅËÄÊÅ¼Ê¾·ÊÍ¿Ê¾¾ÅÂº¿Ä½·É
ÉËÆÆÂ»Ã»ÄÊ·ÂÍ·½»É·ÄºÈ»ÆÅÈÊÊ¾ÅÉ»Í·½»É¿Ä¸ÅÎ»ÉʸƑ
ʺƑʼƑ·ÄºʾƔƺÉ»¸ÅÎʸʻ¿¼È·¿ÂÈÅ·ºÈ»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊÊ·Î»É·ÆÆÂÏƔƻ
Å»Î¹»ÆÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅÊ¾¿ÉÊÈ»·ÊÃ»ÄÊ·ÆÆÂÏÊÅ¾ÅËÉ»¾ÅÂºÅÈ
·½È¿¹ËÂÊËÈ·ÂÍ·½»ÉƔ
ʸʺƔ »É¿½Ä·Ê»ºÅÊ¾¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÃ·º»ËÄº»È·
É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʷʸƺÁƻÆÂ·ÄƑ·É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʷʺƺ¸ƻÉ·Â·ÈÏÈ»ºË¹Ê¿ÅÄ
·½È»»Ã»ÄÊƑÅÈ·½ÅÌ»ÈÄÃ»ÄÊ·ÂÉ»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʼʾƺ¸ƻÆÂ·ÄƔ»»
»É¿½Ä·Ê»ºÅÊ¾¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉƔ
ʸʻƔ ¿ÉÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ·Ä»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÅÈ¼ÅÈÃ»È»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»
¼ÈÅÃ·ÄÆÂ·Äƺ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿Ä½·È·¸¸¿ÊÈËÉÊƻÅÈ·
ÄÅÄ½ÅÌ»ÈÄÃ»ÄÊ·ÂÉ»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʼʾƺ¸ƻÆÂ·ÄƔ
ʸʼƔ ÃÅËÄÊÉ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿¸Â»¿Ä¿Ä¹ÅÃ»ËÄº»ÈÉ»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʼʾƺ¼ƻ
¸»¹·ËÉ»Ê¾»·ÃÅËÄÊÉ·È»ÄÅÂÅÄ½»ÈÉË¸À»¹ÊÊÅ·
ÉË¸ÉÊ·ÄÊ¿·ÂÈ¿ÉÁÅ¼¼ÅÈ¼»¿ÊËÈ»Ɣ
ʸʽƔ ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉÊÅÉÊ·ÊËÊÅÈÏ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÉÍ¾Å·È»ÉË¸À»¹Ê
ÊÅÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·Äº»º¿¹·È»Ê·Î»É¸ËÊÄÅÊÉË¸À»¹ÊÊÅ
¼»º»È·Â¿Ä¹ÅÃ»Ê·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾ÅÂº¿Ä½ÃËÉÊ¸»É¾ÅÍÄ¿Ä¸ÅÎʸ·É
ÅÊ¾»È¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·Ê¿ÅÄƔ»»Ê·ÊËÊÅÈÏ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»Ɣ
ʸʾƔ ÅÉÊÅ¼¹ËÈÈ»ÄÊ¿ÄÉËÈ·Ä¹»ÆÈÅÊ»¹Ê¿ÅÄËÄº»È·
¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·ÊÅÈÏÉÆÂ¿ÊƖºÅÂÂ·ÈÂ¿¼»¿ÄÉËÈ·Ä¹»·ÈÈ·Ä½»Ã»ÄÊƔ
ʸʿƔ ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ·¾»·ÂÊ¾É·Ì¿Ä½É·¹¹ÅËÄÊ
ƺ ƻƔ
ʸˀƔ ÃÆÂÅÏ»È¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ·Ä ¿¼¿Ä¹ÂËº¿¸Â»¿ÄÊ¾»
¿Ä¹ÅÃ»Å¼Ê¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»Ɣ»» »·ÂÊ¾É·Ì¿Ä½É·¹¹ÅËÄÊ
ƺ ƻƔ
ʹʷƔ ÃÅËÄÊÉ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿¸Â»¿Ä¿Ä¹ÅÃ»ËÄº»È·ÄÆÂ·Ä
¸»¹·ËÉ»Å¼É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʷˀƔ»»ÅÄÇË·Â¿¼¿»ºº»¼»ÈÈ»º
¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·Ê¿ÅÄÆÂ·ÄÉƔ
ʹʸƔ ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉÃ·º»ÊÅ¼ÅÈÃ»È»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÉÍ¾¿Â»Ê¾»Ï·È»
ÅÄ·¹Ê¿Ì»ºËÊÏ¿ÄÊ¾»ÈÃ»º ÅÈ¹»ÉÅÈÅÊ¾»ÈËÄ¿¼ÅÈÃ»º
É»ÈÌ¿¹»ÉƔ
ʹʹƔ ÂÂÅÊ¾»È¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·Ê¿ÅÄƑ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿Ä½¹»ÈÊ·¿Ä
É¹¾ÅÂ·ÈÉ¾¿Æ·Äº¼»ÂÂÅÍÉ¾¿Æ½È·ÄÊÉƔ»»¹¾ÅÂ·ÈÉ¾¿Æ·Äº
¼»ÂÂÅÍÉ¾¿Æ½È·ÄÊÉƔÊ¾»È¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·Ê¿ÅÄ¿Ä¹ÂËº»ÉÊ·Î·¸Â»
·ÃÅËÄÊÉÊ¾·ÊÏÅËÆ·¿ºÊÅÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¼ÈÅÃÍ¾¿¹¾
¼»º»È·Â¿Ä¹ÅÃ»Ê·ÎÍ·ÉÄÅÊÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºƔÅËÃ·ÏÉ¾ÅÍÅÊ¾»È
¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·Ê¿ÅÄÅÄ·É»Æ·È·Ê» ÅÈÃƖʹƔ»»ËÂÊ¿ÆÂ»
¼ÅÈÃÉƔ
ÅÎʹƳ »º»È·Â¿Ä¹ÅÃ»Ê·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºƔ ¾ÅÍÊ¾»ÊÅÊ·Â
¼»º»È·Â¿Ä¹ÅÃ»Ê·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾»Âº¼ÈÅÃÊ¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÍ·½»É
¼ÅÈÊ¾»Ï»·ÈƔ Ä¹ÂËº»Ê¾»ʹʷ̈»Î¹¿É»Ê·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºÅÄ
»Î¹»ÉÉÆ·È·¹¾ËÊ»Æ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉƔ»» ÅÂº»ÄÆ·È·¹¾ËÊ»
Æ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉƔ
ÅÈ ÅÈÃÉƖʹƑƖʹƑƖʹ ƑÅÈƖʹ ƑÉ¾ÅÍ
Ê¾»ÊÅÊ·ÂÃ»È¿¹·Ä·ÃÅ·Ƒ Ƒ Ë·ÃƑÅÈƔƔ¿È½¿Ä
ÉÂ·ÄºÉ¿Ä¹ÅÃ»Ê·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºƔ
ÅÎʺƳÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÍ·½»ÉƔ ¾ÅÍÊ¾»ÊÅÊ·ÂÍ·½»É
Æ·¿ºƺ¸»¼ÅÈ»Æ·ÏÈÅÂÂº»ºË¹Ê¿ÅÄÉƻÉË¸À»¹ÊÊÅ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»
ÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÊ·Î¸ËÊÄÅÊ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿Ä½ÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÊ¿ÆÉ·Äº
·ÂÂÅ¹·Ê»ºÊ¿ÆÉƔ ¼È»ÆÅÈÊ¿Ä½Ê¾»É»·ÃÅËÄÊÉ¿Ä·ÉË¸É»ÇË»ÄÊ
Ï»·ÈƺºË»ÊÅÂ·ÆÉ»Å¼È¿ÉÁÅ¼¼ÅÈ¼»¿ÊËÈ»ƻƑÊ¾»·ÃÅËÄÊÃËÉÊ
¸»·ºÀËÉÊ»º¸Ï·ÄÏ½·¿ÄÅÈÂÅÉÉƔ»»ÅÎ˂ƳÅ¹¿·Â
É»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÊ¿ÆÉ·ÄºÅÎ˃ƳÂÂÅ¹·Ê»ºÊ¿ÆÉƔ »Ä»È·ÂÂÏƑ
ÄÅÄ¹·É¾Æ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉ·È»¹ÅÄÉ¿º»È»ºÊÅ¸»Í·½»ÉƔ Ä¹ÂËº»
»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¸ËÉ¿Ä»ÉÉ»ÎÆ»ÄÉ»È»¿Ã¸ËÈÉ»Ã»ÄÊÉÈ»ÆÅÈÊ»º¿Ä
¸ÅÎʸƔ ¼ÏÅËÆ·¿ºÊ¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÉ¾·È»Å¼ÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ
·Äº»º¿¹·È»Ê·Î»ÉÈ·Ê¾»ÈÊ¾·Äº»ºË¹Ê¿Ä½Ê¾»Ã¼ÈÅÃ
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Í·½»ÉƑÉ»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»͵ÉÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·Äº»º¿¹·È»
Ê·Î»ÉƺÅÈÈ·¿ÂÈÅ·ºÈ»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊÊ·Î»ÉƑ¿¼·ÆÆÂ¿¹·¸Â»ƻÆ·¿º¸Ï
»ÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈƔ¾»ÊÅÊ·ÂÅ¼¸ÅÎ»Éʺ·Äºʾ¹·ÄÄÅÊ»Î¹»»º
ʪʸʸʾƑʷʷʷƺʹʷʸʻÃ·Î¿ÃËÃÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÍ·½»¸·É»ƻƔ
»ÆÅÈÊ¿Ä¸ÅÎʺ»Â»¹Ê¿Ì»º»¼»ÈÈ·ÂÉÊÅ¹»ÈÊ·¿ÄÇË·Â¿¼¿»º
¹·É¾ÅÈº»¼»ÈÈ»º¹ÅÃÆ»ÄÉ·Ê¿ÅÄ·ÈÈ·Ä½»Ã»ÄÊÉ·ÄºÊÅ
È»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊÆÂ·ÄÉº»É¹È¿¸»º¿Ä¸ÅÎʸʹƺ¹Åº»ÉƑƑ Ƒ Ƒ
·Äºƻ»Ì»ÄÊ¾ÅË½¾Ê¾»º»¼»ÈÈ·ÂÉ·È»ÄÅÊ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿¸Â»¿Ä
¸ÅÎʸƔÂÉÅÈ»ÆÅÈÊ¿Ä¸ÅÎʺº»É¿½Ä·Ê»ºÅÊ¾¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉ
Ã·º»ËÄº»È·É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʷʸƺÁƻÆÂ·ÄƑËÄº»È·É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʷʺƺ¸ƻ
É·Â·ÈÏÈ»ºË¹Ê¿ÅÄ·½È»»Ã»ÄÊƑÅÈËÄº»È·½ÅÌ»ÈÄÃ»ÄÊ·Â
É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʼʾƺ¸ƻÆÂ·Äº»É¹È¿¸»º¿Ä¸ÅÎʸʹƺ¹Åº»ÉƑƑ
·ÄºƻƔ
ÃÅËÄÊÉº»¼»ÈÈ»ºƺÆÂËÉ»·ÈÄ¿Ä½ÉÅÈÂ»ÉÉÂÅÉÉ»ÉƻËÄº»È
·É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʼʾƺ¼ƻÅÈÄÅÄÇË·Â¿¼¿»ºÆÂ·ÄÅÈÄÅÄ½ÅÌ»ÈÄÃ»ÄÊ·Â
É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʼʾƺ¸ƻÆÂ·ÄÃËÉÊ¸»¿Ä¹ÂËº»º¿Ä¸ÅÎ»Éʺ·ÄºƭÅÈʼ
·ÉÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·ÄºƭÅÈ»º¿¹·È»Í·½»É·ÉÅ¼Ê¾»Â·Ê»ÈÅ¼
Í¾»ÄÊ¾»É»ÈÌ¿¹»É½¿Ì¿Ä½È¿É»ÊÅÊ¾»º»¼»ÈÈ·Â·È»Æ»È¼ÅÈÃ»º
ÅÈÍ¾»ÄÊ¾»È»¿ÉÄÅÉË¸ÉÊ·ÄÊ¿·Â¼ÅÈ¼»¿ÊËÈ»È¿ÉÁÅ¼Ê¾»È¿½¾ÊÉ
ÊÅÊ¾»º»¼»ÈÈ»º·ÃÅËÄÊƔ Ä¹ÂËº»¸ÅÊ¾»Â»¹Ê¿Ì»·Äº
ÄÅÄ»Â»¹Ê¿Ì»º»¼»ÈÈ·ÂÉ¼ÅÈÆËÈÆÅÉ»ÉÅ¼ÄÅÄ½ÅÌ»ÈÄÃ»ÄÊ·Â
É»¹Ê¿ÅÄʻʼʾƺ¸ƻÆÂ·ÄÉƔ
·½»ÉÈ»ÆÅÈÊ»º¿Ä¸ÅÎʾ¿Ä¹ÂËº»Ɠ


¿½Ä¿Ä½¸ÅÄËÉ»É·Ä»ÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈÆ·ÏÉ¼ÅÈÉ¿½Ä¿Ä½ÅÈ
È·Ê¿¼Ï¿Ä½·Ä»ÃÆÂÅÏÃ»ÄÊ¹ÅÄÊÈ·¹ÊƔ»»»ÌƔËÂƔ
ʽʻʻʿƖʼʻ˄ƑʽʻʻʿƖˀʻ ƔƔ˄ˀ˃Ƒ·Ì·¿Â·¸Â»·ÊÍÍÍƔ¿ÈÉƔ½ÅÌƭ
¿È¸ƭʽʻʻʿƖˀʻͬ ƭ·Èʻ˂Ɣ¾ÊÃÂƔ
·Î·¸Â»¹ÅÉÊÅ¼½ÈÅËÆƖÊ»ÈÃÂ¿¼»¿ÄÉËÈ·Ä¹»ÅÌ»ÈʮˀʻƑʻʻʻ
¿Ä¹ÂËº»º¿Ä¸ÅÎʼƔ»» ÈÅËÆƖÊ»ÈÃÂ¿¼»¿ÄÉËÈ·Ä¹»Ɣ
ÅÉÊÅ¼·¹¹¿º»ÄÊ·Äº¾»·ÂÊ¾¿ÄÉËÈ·Ä¹»ÆÈ»Ã¿ËÃÉ¼ÅÈ
ʽ̌ƖÅÈƖÃÅÈ»É¾·È»¾ÅÂº»ÈƖ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÉÆ·¿º¸Ï·Ä
¹ÅÈÆÅÈ·Ê¿ÅÄƑ¸ËÊÅÄÂÏ¿¼ÄÅÊ»Î¹ÂËº·¸Â»ËÄº»ÈÉ»¹Ê¿ÅÄ
ʾʼʽʼƺ·ƻƺʽƻƺƻƔ
ÃÆÂÅÏ»»·ÄºÄÅÄ»Î¹ÂËº·¸Â»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»È¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ
·ÄÅÈ Ɣ ÅÍ»Ì»ÈƑºÅÄÅÊ¿Ä¹ÂËº»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»
¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ·Ä Ê¾·ÊÍ»È»Ã·º»Ê¾ÈÅË½¾·
¹·¼»Ê»È¿·ÆÂ·ÄƔ»»È¹¾»È·Äº »·ÂÊ¾É·Ì¿Ä½É
·¹¹ÅËÄÊƺ ƻƔ
ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¹ÅÄÊÈ¿¸ËÊ¿ÅÄÉÊÅ· È»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊ
·¹¹ÅËÄÊƔ»» È»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊ·¹¹ÅËÄÊƔ
ºÅÆÊ¿ÅÄ¸»Ä»¼¿ÊÉƔ»»ºÅÆÊ¿ÅÄ¸»Ä»¼¿ÊÉƔ

TIP

ÅÎʻƳÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÊ·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºƔ ¾ÅÍÊ¾»ÊÅÊ·Â
»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÊ·ÎƺÄÅÊÏÅËÈÉ¾·È»ƻÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºƑ
¿Ä¹ÂËº¿Ä½ÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÊ·ÎÅÄÊ¿ÆÉƔ ÅÈʹʷʸʻƑÊ¾»·ÃÅËÄÊ
É¾ÅËÂºÄÅÊ»Î¹»»ºʪʾƑʹʼʻƺʪʸʸʾƑʷʷʷ̍ʽƔʹ̈ƻƔ Ä¹ÂËº»
ÅÄÂÏÊ·Î»ÉÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºƺÅÈÆ·¿º¸ÏÏÅË¼ÅÈÊ¾»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ƻ¼ÅÈ
ʹʷʸʻÍ·½»É·ÄºÊ¿ÆÉƔ ¼ÏÅËÆ·¿ºÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÉ¾·È»Ƒ
É»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»͵ÉÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·Äº»º¿¹·È»Ê·Î»ÉƺÅÈ
È·¿ÂÈÅ·ºÈ»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊÊ·Î»ÉƑ¿¼·ÆÆÂ¿¹·¸Â»ƻÆ·¿º¸Ï»ÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈƔ
ÅÎʼƳ»º¿¹·È»Í·½»É·ÄºÊ¿ÆÉƔ ¾»Í·½»É·ÄºÊ¿ÆÉ
ÉË¸À»¹ÊÊÅ»º¿¹·È»Ê·Î·È»Ê¾»É·Ã»·ÉÊ¾ÅÉ»ÉË¸À»¹ÊÊÅ
ÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÊ·Îƺ¸ÅÎ»Éʺ·Äºʾƻ»Î¹»ÆÊÊ¾·ÊÊ¾»È»¿ÉÄÅ
Í·½»¸·É»Â¿Ã¿Ê¼ÅÈ»º¿¹·È»Ê·ÎƔÄÊ»ÈÊ¾»ÊÅÊ·Â»º¿¹·È»
Í·½»É·ÄºÊ¿ÆÉ¿Ä¸ÅÎʼƔ»ÉËÈ»ÊÅ»ÄÊ»ÈÊ¿ÆÉÊ¾·ÊÊ¾»
»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»È»ÆÅÈÊ»º»Ì»Ä¿¼ÏÅËº¿ºÄÅÊ¾·Ì»»ÄÅË½¾
»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»¼ËÄºÉÊÅ¹ÅÂÂ»¹ÊÊ¾»»º¿¹·È»Ê·Î¼ÅÈÊ¾ÅÉ»Ê¿ÆÉƔ
»»ÅÎʾƳÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÍ·½»ÉƑ¼ÅÈÆ·ÏÃ»ÄÊÉÊÅÈ»ÆÅÈÊ
¿ÄÊ¾¿É¸ÅÎƔ ¼ÏÅËÆ·¿ºÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÉ¾·È»Å¼Ê·Î»ÉƑÉ»»
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ÃÆÂÅÏ»»͵ÉÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·Äº»º¿¹·È»Ê·Î»ÉƺÅÈ
È·¿ÂÈÅ·ºÈ»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊÊ·Î»ÉƑ¿¼·ÆÆÂ¿¹·¸Â»ƻÆ·¿º¸Ï»ÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈƔ
¼ÏÅË·È»·¼»º»È·ÂƑÉÊ·Ê»ƑÅÈÂÅ¹·Â½ÅÌ»ÈÄÃ»ÄÊ·Â·½»Ä¹Ï
Í¿Ê¾»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ÉÆ·Ï¿Ä½ÅÄÂÏ»º¿¹·È»Ê·ÎƑ»ÄÊ»ÈÊ¾»
»º¿¹·È»Í·½»É¿ÄÊ¾¿É¸ÅÎƔ»» ÅÌ»ÈÄÃ»ÄÊ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»ÈÉƔ
Î·ÃÆÂ»Å¼¾ÅÍÊÅÈ»ÆÅÈÊÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·Äº
»º¿¹·È»Í·½»ÉƔ ÅËÆ·¿ºÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ʪʸʻʷƑʷʷʷ¿Ä
Í·½»ÉƔÄÊ»È¿Ä¸ÅÎʺƺÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏÍ·½»Éƻʸʸʾʷʷʷ¸ËÊ
»ÄÊ»È¿Ä¸ÅÎʼƺ»º¿¹·È»Í·½»É·ÄºÊ¿ÆÉƻʸʻʷʷʷʷƔʷʷƔ
¾»È»¿ÉÄÅÂ¿Ã¿ÊÅÄÊ¾»·ÃÅËÄÊÈ»ÆÅÈÊ»º¿Ä¸ÅÎʼƔ ¼Ê¾»
·ÃÅËÄÊÅ¼Í·½»ÉÆ·¿ºÍ·ÉʪʸʸʾƑʷʷʷÅÈÂ»ÉÉƑÊ¾»·ÃÅËÄÊÉ
»ÄÊ»È»º¿Ä¸ÅÎ»Éʺ·ÄºʼÍÅËÂº¸»Ê¾»É·Ã»Ɣ
ÅÎʽƳ»º¿¹·È»Ê·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºƔ ÄÊ»ÈÊ¾»ÊÅÊ·Â
»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»»º¿¹·È»Ê·Îƺ¿Ä¹ÂËº¿Ä½·ÄÏºº¿Ê¿ÅÄ·Â
»º¿¹·È»·ÎƻÍ¿Ê¾¾»ÂºƔÅÄÅÊ¿Ä¹ÂËº»ÏÅËÈÉ¾·È»Ɣ
Ä¹ÂËº»ÅÄÂÏÊ·ÎÍ¿Ê¾¾»Âº¼ÅÈʹʷʸʻÍ·½»É·ÄºÊ¿ÆÉƔ ¼ÏÅË
Æ·¿ºÏÅËÈ»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»ͱÉÉ¾·È»Å¼Ê¾»Ê·Î»ÉƑÉ»»ÃÆÂÅÏ»»͵É
ÉÅ¹¿·ÂÉ»¹ËÈ¿ÊÏ·Äº»º¿¹·È»Ê·Î»ÉƺÅÈÈ·¿ÂÈÅ·ºÈ»Ê¿È»Ã»ÄÊ
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